uge

Don't Miss the
Debate
Tomorrow Nite

•
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Women's Glee
Home Concert
Tonight

PRICE FIVE CENTS

The .'\ssociated Students of the

College Gf Puget Sound, wishing
to get in on some of the free pubHefty which is wandering about

hither and thither among the
ozone, ,ohave purchased a plane
from the Tacoma sheet metal
111
works and have manned it with
\V
an all-o;tar company including
llyrtle Smithers, sn· pilot from
the school for the blind, Ben
Crosby, ballast, and Jiggs, interpreter. _The plane will fll' to Jap- Is Climax to 1\lost SuccessStrength of Eastern Washingan, China and points west. Ever
ful Season in History of
ton Nine Is Problem in
wishing t.o be of service, The ~Iys
.Women's Glee Club
Conference Circles
tery Columnist is presenting all
details of this ..l}()ch-making
This evening In Jones Hall audThe College· of Puget Sound
flight. Let's go!
itorium, at 8 p. ru., the Women's
opens its cClllegiate baseball sea• •
son next Wednesday and ThursGlee Club of the college present
LATE BULLETIN
day, April 18-19, when the Logtheir
annual
home
concert.
The
J<,ROll THE FIELD
gers meet Whitman.
The Puget Sound monoplane, program this year, which features
The Missionaries, this year have
"Cloud 0' Dust," left here today American music, especially that
an experienced squad of ball playin a cloud of the same, after be- of the aborigines, is said to be esers, who will give the schools of
ing almost knocked unconscious pecially tuneful and enjoyable in I
Lhe conference a r u n for the
during the christening exercises every r espect.
championship.
by Dean Lemon, who bonged it
Each of the nine numbers on
With their Infield practically
on the propellor with a bottle the program is well done. Many
intact, and the outfield positions
of wild moose-milk. In order to hours of practice have given the·
being contended for by a list of
avoid carrying any more weight singers that coordination so degood material, the team looks
than necessary, the crew are tak- sirable and the successful trip
Above are pictured the members of the Women's Glee Club of the College of Puget Sound, who are presenting good. But Whitman shares with
ing only one short apiece ,with an completed a short time ago has their annual Home Concert in Jones Hall Auditorium this evening at 8 p. m.
Puget Sound the ill luck or not
electric washing machine to clean added the snap and verve neces- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------havmg a strong pitching starr
them when necessary. A collecsary to give sparkle to the proVeteran Infield
tion was taken up by the Knights gram. At every place where they
1
Bagley and Dorothy will work
of the Log to pay for any and all
have sung, the troubadours have
behind the plate. Dorothy may
damage which might happen to been enthusiastically received, and
also labor in the outpasture. Gardthe landing gear on the way over. their _numbers ar_e said to _be far
ner on first, Ekart on third and
•
•
supenor to anythmg ever gtven by
Buck on second, give a veteran
FLASH FR0-'\1 :MID-PACIFIC this organization before.
Speech Manuscripts Are Due Albert King, Edna Muzzy, Three Puget Sound Women Betty Totten, Margaret Palm- lineup in the infield that will be
ARE WELL ON WAY STOP FLYIndian Featm·e
hard to get thru. Anderson may
er and Evelyn Bjorkman
Leave Wednesday for
Today; Classes Must Get
Dorothy Raleigh and
ING FISH PUNCTURED GAS
The featured number on the
work at the short patch, although
Convention
Also
Named
Busy
on
Songs
George
Tibbits
Editors
TANK STOP ARE FLYING UPprogram is the splendid and fasDeYoe has a chance for the berth.
SIDE DOWN TO SAYE GAS
cinating "Indian Cycle."
This is
Kohl, Baily, Gibbs and Olsen
The staff for the Puget Sound
Martha Ann Wilson, Evelyn
Martha Ann Wilson was elected
The annual Glee contest is to be
STOP WILL KEEP ON GAS OR
a pretentious number in three
April 27, in Jones Hall auditor- Trail for n ext year has been an- Bjorkman and Doris Wilson left president of the YWCA at the are holding down the outfield
NO GAS STOP' LOVE TO ALL.
scenes, presenting a vivid picture
nounced by Minard Fassett, new- Wednesday night for Sacramento annual election or the organiza- jobs.
•
•
of Indian life before the coming ium. Each year it is the custom ly installed editor-in-chief.
Webster will carry the main
to represent the College or Puget tion Tuesday morning. Betty ToWIRELESS FRO:\! SIDP
of the white man. The music is for each class to write the words
burden
of the pitching. He Is a
Albert
A
.
King
Jr.
was
named
Sound
at
the
National
YWCA
conten
was
chosen
vice
president,
PASSED WEST-BOUND AIRbe&utiful, and the bvely costumes and music to ot song which.. will the-.t~oeh.c;:.e ..;dit..., •..;.nd wm share •ention. Martha Ann is the new- while Margaret Palmer was nam- three-year veteran. a portsider
PLANE "CLOUD 0' DUST" FLYclever scenery and bizarre light- be suitable for a college song. with Fassett, the administration ly elected president and has been ed secretary and Evelyn Bjork- and plenty good. Soper will be
ING UPSIDE DOWN STOP BALing add much to the cycle.
.
ready for duty, also. The whole
LAST LOOKED SEABICK STOP
h
b
h. h
.
This song 15 presented on the of the weekly. Mr. King has had holding the ;MJsition of program man treasurer. The under-gradu0 t er nu~ ers w tc promlSe stage. It is necessary for the a great deal of newspaper exper- chairman. Doris is the under- ate representative is Norma Judd. squad will be hitting well, and
PILOT KNOCKED OUT WHEN
much entertamment are vocal and
b .
t
k
Installation of officers will be the Loggers must be on their toes
songs to e 10 at 1eas a wee - ience, havi~g worked on the Ta- graduate representative and EveHIT BY EGG FROM PASSING
popular quartets and, to top off
f .
coma
Daily
L
edger
in
th
capacity
lyn
is
the
new
treasurer.
April
24, due to the fact that Miss to bring home the bacon.
ahead o ume.
SEAGULL STOP APPEAR JOYthe program, a clever
and snappy
, T h"Is means, , sa1.d George D ur- of correspondent, was on the feaLogger 1\len Named
The
formal
opening
nf
the
conWilson
is attending the YWCA
.
'
FUL.
For the Loggers, Beckman,
scene of campus hfe arranged in k ee, mus1c
.
"th
t
th
ture
department
of
the
Stadium
vention
will
be
on
April
14th
and
convention
in
Sacramento.
The
manager,
a
e
the form of a humorous playlet,
b .
k .
di
Lappenbush and Graves will rec 1asses must egm war tmme - World, and has been on the Trail last until the 20th. The Puget cabinet will be chosen before in(Continue d on Page 4)
with laughter college songs and
f
h
i
ceive. Ferguson, Witter, StevenStaff
for
two
years.
Sound
delegation
will
arrive
Fristallalion,
although
they
are
not
'
.
ately or t ere s onlY a week
son and Eierman will pitch. Grant
stunts predominatmg.
h lf
ft "
Edna Muzzy will continue in day afternoon for an assembly to be installed at that time.
C . .
h0 h
h
d th . and a a 1e .
nucs w
ave
ear
e
The Class of '27 won the pen- her present position as news ed- previous to the official beginning.
Of interest to every woman and and Ferguson, f irst base; Hendry,
women's organization say that the
Oome- From All u. s.
maybe the men is the fashion Kepka, Crow, Gynn and Kovak
Baseball- Puget Sound V arsity vs · chorus numbers poiisess a coordin- nant for three successive years itor. -Miss Muzzy has been on the
Delegates will gather at the sponsored by YW April 1 8, in the will round out the rest of the inVeterans Hospital, today at 3 p.
_ __
but the spell is broken now and Trail for one year and has had experience
with
the
Stadium
World.
the auditorium at 2 p. m. Models will field. Croxall, Garnero, GiHihan,
m . at the college athletic field,
(Continued on Page 2 )
there should be some keen comCalifornia city from all over
Tibbits Takes Sports
be chosen from each sorority, At- Steinbach and Purvis are the outpractice game.
petition as to who will win first
United States to discuss the naThe sports assignment has been
pha Omega and the independent fielders.
tiona! purpose of the YW and varWhitman . College vs. Puget
place.
given
to
George
Tibbits,
who
will
groups.
Every one is urged to
Sound, openmg games of NorthPoints for Grading
ions .I>roblems arising in organizawork under Douglas Hendel for a
come and bring their friends. Adwest Conference, college athle1 point for music and words.
lions of the different cities.
A delegation of about twenty mission will be 15 cents. Freshtic field, Wednesday and Thurs1 point for adaptability as a month.
day, April 1 8-19, 2 : 30p.m.
college song.
Features will be handled by El- University of Washington women man girls are aiding in the adver- - 1 point for presentation on verton Stark who has been on the went down at the same time. This tising.
stage.
Trail for three years, having han- convention is not only for college
\Vomen's
Hike--Tomorrow
at
All contestants for the Burmeis- dled the features, the desk and women, howeyer, but for all de8: 3 0 a. m., leaving from Sixth Pacific University Here With
ter oratory prize must hand their for the past year has been editor- partments and phases of the AsAvenue and Proctor Street. ErStrong Forensic
Signe Johnson and Lillian
1200 word oration into Mr. Hol- in-chief. He will have Dick Bre- sociation.
nestine Goff, leader; Mrs. Ruth
Squad
Burkland Win at Normal
comb today. A committee com- on and Lorena Huson to assist
Wainright, chaperone.
School
Tomorrow night the last var- posed of members of the faculty him.
Addresses
Students
on
Easter
The new officers of the ASCPS
Dorothy Raleigh will continue
By winning at Bellingham and
\Vomen's Glee--Home concert in sity debate of the season will be chosen by Prof. C. Sheldon HolSubject
were of!lcially presented to the losing at home, the women's carher
present
position
of
desk
edicomb
will
choose
the
best
six
orastaged
when
Puget
Sound,
repreJones Hall auditorium this
Prof. George C. Seeck led students at Student Assembly yessity divided a dual debate series
evening at 8 p. m. Admission sented by Albert King and Shigeo tions which will be given April tor and as assistants will have chapel Monday, giving his talk an
terday morning. Torrey Smith, with Bellingham Normal on Mar.
27.
In the final contest the Lorena Huson, Geraldine Whit- appropriate Easter idea.
Tanobe, meet Pacific University.
50 cents and 25 cents.
retiring president, turned the
Pacific has a strong team this judge will be chosen from outside. worth, and William Leuenberger.
Several important announce- gavel of chief executive over to 30.
Signe Johnson and Lillian
Track Meet- A practice _track year and a hard fo ught contest is The orations will be judged ac- Miss Huson is the former editor ments were made by Dean Allan
Amos Booth, new head of stuCJ.ent Burkland defeated the Nol'thern
meet will be held this afternoon expected. After a season of good cording to the thought as well as of the Sumner High School paper, C. Lemon. Continued study wa&
activities. Managers, editors and school
in
Bellingham,
while
at 3 p. m. with Stadium High debating, featuring a California the general makeup. The written Miss Whitworth has guided the
urged even though it be spring, other leaders of the past year also
destiniel!
of
the
Fife
publication,
Olive Rees and Milly Sluth lost
School, in the stadium.
trip and debates with prominent oration counts half for the fina l
_ __
schools, the Loggers are out to prizes, which are as follows: first while Le u enberger comes from the and a policy of tightening up by gave ocer their duties to the new at home the same day.
the faculty was announced.
e ncumbents.
This makes one loss and three
Debate--Men's varsity vs. Pacific win their last contest with their prize, $25; second prize, $15, and Stadium World.
Society
Head
Ohosen
third
prize,
$10.
victories out of tour debates, givUniversity, Jones Hall auditor- well known rivals.
Society notes are to ue under
ing the women a good record for
:::~ioS:t:::::~. 8 p. m. No adthe care of Ernestine Goff, the
the season.
present encumbent. All reporters
now working on the staff are to
be r etained.
An event that promises to be Margaret Palmer, Audrey-Dean
cause we have something for more
A new position, that of Campus outstanding in the seasons 's soc- Albert, Ernestine Goff and Viola
Vacation has come and gone. interesting, sensational and start- Editor, has been create d and will ial calendar is the spring fashion Van Patter. Costumes will be furHave you often wondered
At last the inside secrets It has helped some-disrupte d ling to disclose.
be awarded to Ethel Trotter. Miss show which will be given Wednes- nished by Rhodes Brothers.
others,
at
least
that
is
what
we
Music for the fashion show will how the Indians live--what
have been revealed. _He1·e is
Windows Cleaned
Trotter is serving her second year day, April 1 8, at 2 p . m., in Jones
your chance to find out all are told. Prof. C. Sheldon HolIt's the good part of vacation. on the paper, as women's sports Hall auditorium. The affair is be played by the Campus Tramps. their daily tasks are and how
Amy Dahlgren is general chair- they have their good times?
about these wicked, wicked sor- comb stated that his students Some far-sighted (maybe one editor. Evelyn Bjorkman will act being sponsored by the YWCA,
ority houses. Follow th~ ex- were of the latter class, for he should say near-sighted) person as the new women's sport editor. but every group of women on the man of the affair, and she has Have you ever seen a real Inbeen assisted by Elizabeth Jones . dian wedding, rich in the tradiciting career of two lonely girls had never heard, nor hoped to actually was kind enough, ambicampus is participating in it.
Stage properties have been se- tions of centuries of life in the
left alone in a house while theil• hear again, s uch a miserable lot tious enough to wash the windows Rademaker and Delaney RepThe Spurs will have charge or
cured by Jane Skewis. All de tails, deep forests? Have you seen
comrades wet•e attending a. of recitations.
in the door of the Trail office.
resent College
the ticket sales, and in addition
John Rademaker and Thomas they will put on the stunt at the for publicity are being cared for their ceremonies over departed
basketball game.
Be that as it may, everything When one looks forth through
Something novel in scenes has Its good and evil points and said windows in said office upon Delaney lost a hard-fought debate, show. The nature of the skit by a committee composed of friends and relatives?
If you are curious about
of college life is promised in the vacation certainly is no exception the spacious halls of our dear col- by a 3 to 0 decision of the judges, remains a mystery, but the women Ethel Trotter (ch!tirman). Mildry
closing a.ct of the program to be to the rule, although all good lege, it no longer appears dark to the team from the Ia w school have promised that it will be Sluth, Marcella Hooten, Naomi these things, you will enjoy the
Roberson, Douglas Babcock, Vera three-act ceremonial playlet to
presented by the Women's Glee rules are supposed to have ex- and gloomy, but rather cheerful of Southwestern University last good.
be-presented by the college WoCrall and Betty Martin.
Clnb at Jones Hall auditorium ceptions. The logical conclusion and certainly bright. If that isn't Wednesday night in Jones Hall
~lodels Are Named
The very small admission men's Glee Club at their annual
this exening.
::\Iusic, hnmor would be that the rule is all wet, interesting, will someone kindly auditorium,. The protection of
Two women have been chosen charge of 15 cents has been de- home concert in Jones Ha.ll auand novelties combine to make but it isn't. We can prove it if us something that is? That isn't property in foreign countries was
from each women's organization cided upon. It is expected that the ditorium tonight at 8 p. m.
this one of the most enjoyable anyone would be willtng to give sarcasm.
the subject for discussion.
stunts ever presented at college. us enough time and providing, ot
Now for the sensational part.
A college team composed of to model. They are: Mary Mc- auditorium will be filled, verbal Wierd lighting effects, beautiThe curtain goes up on the first course, that the person had suf- This will be told as mildly and Torrey Smith and William Law Nertheny, F l orence Wilkeson, Lu- invitations .having been sent to ful scenery and lovely costumhad previously met a Southwest- cile Philips, Rosalie Robbins, El- relatives and friends of all the ing add much to the splendor of
act of the Home Concert pro- ficient intellect and I1fitience.
the production.
len Osborne, DeLona Calahan, s tudents.
ern team on the tour south.
gram promptly .at 8 p. m.
However, we aren't going to, be(Continued on Page 2)

Progrmn 'Features
A1nerican lVI u s i c,
\Vith Special Nunlbers, Novelty Acts

\V h i t
a n Brings
P o e r f u 1_Squad
Here to Battle Loggers Next \Veek

I
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ANNUAL GLEE NEXT YE.AR'S
SACRAMENTO
MISS WilSON
AND ORATORY STAFF NAMED
IS SCENE OF
ELECTED NEW
ON APRIL 27
YWMEETING
HEADOFYW
BY FASSETT

•

•

I

-NOTICES-

I

LOGGERS MEET I
RIVAL DEBATE
SQUAD HERE

NEW OFFICERS
INSTALLED IN
STUDE MEETING

CAMPUS SCENE
IS NOVEL ONE

_V_a_c_a_t-io_n__H_a_s_Co
__m___:e_a_n_d_G_o_n_e_B_u_t_S_a_d
And Weary Students Go on }.,orever

WOMEN HALVE
DEBATE WITH
BELINNGH.AM

l\1-annekins Viill Parade in Big YWCA
~'ashion Show to He Given April 18

INDIAN LIFE
IS DEPICTED

WOMEN'S GLEE CONCERT IS TONIGHT

THE PUGET SOUND TRAIL

PAGE TWO

TRAIL

OMICRONS HAVE
CENTRAL BODY RIVALS ARE
IYMCA HEARS
HAPPY AFFAIR
The Sigma Zeta Epsilon fraterBUSIED WITH WHITMAN AND
FINE SPEECH
nity entertained the Kappa Sigma
the completion of
Theta sorority at an informal afROUTINE
WORK PUGETSOUND Chiyota Taketa Tells About theirCelebrating
first year as a campus
fair, Friday night March 30. The
_ __
SIGMA ZETES HOSTS AT
INFORMAL PARTY

'\

PATROl\"IZE

ADYERTISERS

WAKE UP

party was held in a large room Athletic Manager Not to He
in the Woman's Club House, Represented; Austin Named
Anothet• new
which was decorated with colored
Herald
HAl\liLTON'S BARstreamers.
Gordon Alcorn, who was then
Routine business occupied most
,
··············-···----~ president of the pledges, with the of the attention of the last two
cooperation of the others of that
group, was in charge of the even- sessions of Central Board, held
ing's entertainment.
Professor ~Ionday an d W e d nesd a Y· 1\.-UCh
L
and Mrs. McMillin were patron discussion was held over the
and patroness for the party. question of releasing the old offiall the members of both organi- cers from their obligations and
zations were there; and everyone
responsibilities; it was finally deJewelers
agree that the affair was a suecided due to the delinquency of
cess.
several important reports, to leave
the new board the power to reHOW'S TffiS?
lease the old officer.
Edison with all his inventions
Other m!l§sures were likewise
was very insignificant compared put off, to be taken up again by
to the ambitious young photog- the new board, including the rerapher whG advertised: "Your port on the proposed office of
baby, if you have one, can be publicity manager, the concession
enlarged, tinted and framed for of printing, next year's football
programs and the approval of the
the small sum of $8.79."
1928 handbook editor and business manager and the plans for
Main 4978
an assistant athletic manager in
SMITH FLOWER SHOP
charge of women's sports.
A. G. Seamons, Prop.
Amendment Proposed
Flowers tor Everything and
At
the
Monday meeting, a proEvet·ybody
posed amendment to the ConstiCor. 9th and Broadway
tition providing that the director
of athletics he made a member of
you can find all of
Central Board and the finance
committee, was voted down after
Yom
prolonged argument. The chief
reasons for the action were given
as being the fact that other departments should also be represented in case the athletic departHlllN <1746
TACO~IA. WAS~
ment received such privelege, and
HERE
that the coach, if he shoul d so desire, could be present at the meetings of the board and committee.
Jeweler·s
,
Due to the ineligibility of Frank
Watch and Jewelry Repairing
Wilson, who was elected one of
926 Pacific Ave.
f
a Specialtr
the May Festival Heralds at the
::\larch election, Elmer Austin,
•!.a-u_u_o-~~
a-a-••.• •
third highest will take his place.
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WOMEN ARE TO
GIVE CONCERT

Let your
conscience

(Conti~ed from Page One)

be your

ation and harmouy seldom seen in
college choruses. The entire program comes well recommended by
a ll who have beard it so far.
Program Given
The Year's at the Spring _Beach
Calm is the Night ----- --Bohn
Trees --------------- Rasbach
The Glee Club
Deep River
Nobody Knows the Trouble
Negro Spirituals
Reading _ ------------ Selected
Pauline Voelker
Estudiantina ---------- Tacoma
Over the Meadow_carew-Hanscom
Varsity Quartet
What's the Use of Feeling
Blue ---------------- - Lore
They Though~ ____ _ ____ _ _ Borch

guide

The Commons
Breakfast 7-9

Sixth A venue District
~··ltlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllltllllllllll~

FRED JENSEN
Men's and Boys' Shop
2716 Sixth Avenue
Tacoma, \Vash.
: , , HI I I 111111111111111 tt IIIII II II IIIII lflt lllllllllllllllllllllllllt II~

+-...,_---~--------.+
j
Delicatessen
j
j Lunch
Ice Cream j
I

!1
•

i

LEONARD'S

SUN DRUG CO.
Expert Drugmen 6th at Anderson

l\1, 646

•!

I

HOYT'S LUNCH
The best Cup of Coffee on earth
Sixth Avenue at Prospect
Home of the famous Hoyt
Doughnut

(Formerly Gosser's)
THE GANG WILL ALL BE
THERE
Corner of Sixth & State

Bobs Any Style
6th Avenue arber Shop
Bill Farrell
Cor 6th Ave. & Steele

Coffee Cake Our Specialt3·
We Serve Soft Drinks
Phone Main 3121

+--•- ••-•-•- q- u--n-•----+

We'll Meet You at

The C. P. S Barbers

6TH AND KAY BAKERY j

···~~·:·

i Frederick
Dean Drug Co. f
Professional Pharmacists

I

i

Ft·ce Deliver·y

12612 6th Ave. Phone M 2726

·=·~~·=·
TRY THE

The Glee Club
Spanish Danee --------Rehfield
Mary Kizer
Indian Cycle
Scene One:
Sunrise Call --- - -------Troyer
White Dawn is Stea.ing -Cadman
Sunrise Ceremony (from an Indian Lodge) ______ MacDowell
Indian Dawn ________ zamienick
From the Land of Sky-Blue
\Vater ----------- - - Cadman
Loce Song - -- - ------ -Lieurance
Far Off I Hear a Lover's
Flute --------------- Cadman
The Weaver _________ Lieurance
Indian Mountain Song __ Cadman
A-oo-ah ------------ Lieurance
Scene Two:
My Silver Throated
Fawn --- - ------ Lienurance
Crow Maiden's Prayer _Lieurance
Wedding Ceremony ___ Lieurance
Pa-pup-ooh --------- Lieurance
By the Waters of Minnetonka ------------ Lieurance
Scene Three:
Wi-um ---- --------- Lieurance
Invocation to Sun God ---Troyer
Pale Moon ------------- Logan
Her Blanket ------ - --Lieurance
The Moon Drops Low _ __ Cadman
Dormitory Dooings!
A prize of a box of candy is being presented to the man and the
woman selling the largest number
of tickets to the eoncert.

BELli., GROCERY
For Servke that Satisfies

Eastman Kodaks
Conklin Pens and Pencils

ABSENT-1\IINDED
Jim (admiring the sunset):
Gee, how low the sun is, Dad.
Dad (who is a doctor): Yes, I
don't think it will last through
the night.

We dellver the Goods

Sixth Ave. and Fire St.

: , .. ,,,,,,,IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHttlltllllllllllllllllll.tllllllllllllllllll;
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ARE GOOD

ADAMS PEANUT BUTTER, EXTRACTS, SPICES,

I

..

II I
i

11
I I

BLUING AND A M M O N I A '
I_

_I

$3.50 to $12.00
Penn. Tennis Balls 50c
Eye Shades 45c
Goggles, all styles
25c to $1.50

P~AORMWNA'CSY
.u.

he has had in the two years he
By Hype Igoe Lucky
has spent in this country, Chiyoto
It is pretty early to be doping Taketa gave an interesting and
· different talk to the YMCA last
Northwest Conference track but It Tuesday.
seems - to be the habit of most
Telling how the waste of !urnsports writers to predict first and
alibi afterwards. Witness the fact
that only those who predicted that
ld .
· d th t h
Dempsey wou
wm erie
a
e
had won in the fatal seventh
round . ,But nevertheless we will
take a crack at the ~orthwest
Conference cinder do~e and pr~y
that we know somethmg about It.
At the present time there seem
to be only two schools in the running with a third conceded an outside chance to cop p.nything. The
two favorites are Whitman and
the College of Puget Sound with
the dark horse looming In the
shape of the College of Idaho. Paeffie, third place winner last year,
would be considered but for the
fact that poor grades have de-·
prived them of a great many of
their athletes.
Whitman does not seem to be
as strong, on second thought as
they were doped to be a few weeks
ago, if advan<1l stories in the
Pioneer can be believed. According to the Walla Walla publication they have but four lettermen and are exceeding weak in
the field events. There they miss
Ware, last year's shot, javelin and
discus a r tist. In the other events
the loss of Yenney, middle distance man and quartermiler, Fetters, sprinter, Garrett, hurdler
and broad jumper, and other men
Men remaining include Forquer, premier sprinter, Millam,
conference quarter mile champ,
Bailey, broad jumper and hurdler,
and Joyce, distance runner. The
latter will not be too much of a
help to the Missionaries unless he
has made a decided improvement
in the mile and two mile events.
In the conference meet at Tacoma
he was left in the dust so far that
he was not even a threat. A gr eat
deal of freshman strength is doped to bolster the Whitman title
chances. We give them the favorite's post.

....

_ Pnget &.. .J.Dd ''leYt

Next the College of Puget Sound
comes in the order of those who
will make a bid for the pennant.
The Loggers have seven lettermen around which to build their
19 28 edition of miniature Paddocks and Nurmis. The discus,
shot, mile, two mile, and pole
vault champions are in school in
the persons of Garnero, Fassett,
and Darrow. In addition there is
"Red" Tatum, usually the most
effective man on the squad, and at
present holder of the half mile
record. We predict that Tatum
will beat Millam in the quarter
both times they meet and that the
blonde speedster will crack 50
seconds for 446.
Darrow is also a sprinter that
will place at Walla Walla and may
take the needed points to win the
meet. Upon the ability of Fassett, who is not turning out now,
to get his feet in shape by May 26,
dill depend whether or not
the Loggers are a factor in the
distances.
The javelin events
seem to belong to the Maroon
with Temple and Purvis in the
running. Moser and Darrow may
place one-two in the pole vault,
and Hannus and Booth have an
outside ehance in the hurdles.
Hendel is an excellent middle distance man who will come through
in a pinch.
In fact it is only the fact that
Whitman is defending her title at
home that prompts us to predict
a win for them. At that the breaks
might throw the meet to the Loggers.
Next week we will tell
what we think or the chances of
the College of Idaho and Pacific
UniversitY.
Uplifting form ot occupation
as practiced at the University
of l\fissouri and related by
their student publication.
Twenty-two students from the
University of Missouri obtained
passage to Europe last summer
by acting as escort for a shipload o! mules.
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at an informal frolic the evening
of March 30. The roof garden

WIEGEL CANDY CO.'S BARS

of the new Masonic temple was
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obtained for the affair. A fine ---------:~iiii~;:'program of snappy music was
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Maddux - Raymond1
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PREXY ATTENDS
EAST MEETING
Pres. E. H. Todd was in Spokane last Thursday to attend the
meeting of the I nland Empire
Educational Association. He also
participated in a meeting of the
Northwest Educational Association. This is an association of
higher educational institutions
and the College of Puget Sound
is a member.
Dr. and Mrs. Todd were present
at the meeting of the Vancouver
Conference at Winlock, Tuesday,
and Dr. Todd gave an address
on "The College of Puget Sound"

HANSON
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Choose your Druggist as Carefully as your Doctor

PROCTOR PHARMACY
W. P. Ragsdale
Phone Proctor 571
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"Psst! hissed the inmate of ···~~-a-a-11- -~~·:•
the asylum, "I've made a great
Bennett Typewriter Co.
discovery."
Rebuilt Typewriters all Makes
"Ah, I knew that you were a
Rented, Sold Excbanged,
wonderful
man," the keeper
and Repaired
humored him.
I Main 1474
924 Pacific Ave. 1.
"Sssh! I've just found out that • : · - - - - · · ·
they take the h oles out of dough- _,.,....,.."#<<_,_...,.....,..._,_.....NH_ _ _ ,
nuts and use them to fill mac- !.

f

News stories are brief, to
the point. You can find
what you are looking for
quickly.
BE PREPARED

1

aroni."

- - -- - - -

"From every place we went we
left with two oniers," said the
salesman to the boss.
"Yes, that's fine, what were
they?"
"Get out and stay out," was
the answer.

"Have Your Eyes
Examined

A REAL MENTAL TONIC

CHAS.GREEN
OPTICAL CO.

15c Per Week
Daily and Sunday
Broadway 2244

955 Com. St.

in Florida wrote the following ,
answer to the question, "What
is anatomy?"
"Anatomy is a human body.
It is divided into three parts, the
bald, the cheist and the stummick . The haid holds the skull
and the brains, if they is any;
the cheist holds the liver; and
the stummick holds the entrils
and vowels, which are a, e, i, o, u,
and sometimes w and y."

KEEP
MENTALLY ALERT!
READ THE LEDGER AT
BREAKFAST

Tacoma
A little negro school girl down

Wash.
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BECAUSE:
Because our Rock Dell Brand stands for the highest
quality, vou will always enjoy good food if you will
remember to ask for "Rock Dell" when buying canned
fruits and vegetables.
YOUNGLOVE GROCERY COMPANY
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GONE AT LAST
(Continued from Page One)
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BRING US YOUR SNAPSHOTS
Same Day Service

DEVELOPING AND PRINTING
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All Work Guaranteed
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gently as possible, so that any
extremely delicate or sensative
person will not be severely
shocked. This publication has the
welfare of its readers uppermost
INCORPORATED
in consideration!
The bulletin
i
1015 Pacific Ave.
boards have been cleaned, and
+--•.-a_..., _ _
____-a-a----+
new "what<-do-you-call its" put
up. And not only that the driveway has been fixed. The shock
was great wasn't it? Hope you
recover, but you were prepared
for it no you will live through it.
Clock ~eakens
~
Cornets
The startling part! The library I
rumpets
clock has had a severe satback.
Saxoplwnes
Trombones
It is like some other things we
~
know of-it won't work.
Just

' Shaw Supply Co.. Ii

i

i

.,._._.._n-~•-u-••_.._.._.,

I\ I~ f7 ~:s~UMENTS
Sherman, rziay & Co.

what the ailment is no one has
been able thus far, or rather to
date, to discover. However it is
928-30 Broadway
lmown that the object won't func- ~~§!i!!i!i!!!!!!!!lill!!!i!!i!i!i!!i!i!lill!!!lill!!~!!!!!!!!l!!!!!!lill!!!!i!!.il§i!l!lill!!i!!!!!!!!l!!!!~!lill!!!lill!!!!l!!!!i!!!!!!!lill!!!!l!!!!~!i!§!!lill!!~
tion correctly. For some time the
poor thing was without hands.
This may have had something to
do with it. We are rather inclined to believe that it is the
students, for some of the glances
are bad enough even to stop a
clock.

~~

I

Deweg's Barber Shop
2715 No. 21 St.

STUDENTS

ber and natural resources in this furnished by the Campus Tramps, '-jij-~~~~~~f.j~aJtlR.~~
country by exploitation gave him popular college orchestra.
~v:T[j[i:.,[]l~
./l- p 'I
thfl impression as being unnecessary, he also said the American
A LrrFLK SONG
seemed not to know from exOh where, Oh where has my
Lndtes• Coats
~
pussy gone
perience the true meaning of
thrift.
Oh where, Oh where can he be, rr:;;=========;;;;;;~~;;;;11
Autos Sm·prise
\Viii his name be ermine, coon or
• He also told how the large nummink?
ber or automobiles astounded
him. His other impressions of When he is returned t~ me?
America were also interesting.
Announcement of pl ans whereby delegates from the local Y. M
'- FUNERAL HOMF.
C. A. may be sent to Seabeck for
913 Broadway
the sumlmer Convention, to be
Fountain, Candy, Lunches
held soon, was made by Franklin
Dinner
Peterson, president. Further de2215 6th Ave.
l\lain 580
tails of the plan will be announced
•!•~-c-~-a-~-..·.
later.

Dewey is back on the corner of 21st
and Oakes

II

ADVERTISERS

· Experience Here
Sports Writer Picks Two
organization, mem b ers o f Delta
Schools to Fight for
Giving his impression of Ameri- Pi
Omicron
fraternity,
their
Track Victory
ca, frankly, from the experiences friends, and guests made merry
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ROCA

CJhe Gift Exceptional
I
I
Wins Her
I
J.~~& J!;altp, ODriginator~ f

I

SPORTS STAFF
Editor ····-··-···-·---·--·-·--··-·---·--·-·--·····Douglas Hendel
Assistants ···-·--··---·----·--···-··--············George Tibbits
Harwood Tibbits, Thomas Dodgson, John Coch,
ran, Evelyn Bjorkman

SPOR
•

BASEBALL
Puget Sound vs. Whitman
Athletic Field
Wednesday and Thursday at 2:30P.M.

THE PUGET SOUND TRAIL
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PUGETSOUND
PUGETSOUND
TRACKSTERS
RUNNERS WIN
WIN IN MEET
IN MARATHON

With the SPORT EDITOR
CANADIAN SPORTSMANSHIP
We hear a lot about sportsmanship. We get it in novels, short
stories essays, editorials, lectures, sermons and almost everything
else. Sometimes we even see examples of the fine, but elusive quality.
College atbletic contests should be the best place to see real
sportsmanship, but unfortunately, such is not the case always. Instances of the "I'll get that guy" stuff are all too common.
It is a pleasure to be able to meet such sportsmen as British
Columbia teams prove to be. They .engage in sport for the fun of it,
not essentially to beat the other fellow. We could well emulate the
@I!lmpl@ and hope to have more opponents like the Canadians.

Fassett Wins Silver Cup in Weakened British Columbia
Squad Unable to Cope
Park Races on
With Loggers
Satmday
The Puget Sound distance men,
Fassett, Docken and Eshelman
showed their heels to the field
last Saturday in the !-.1etropolitan marathon and placed first,
second, and third respectively.
The ra.:!e was run around thE! fivemile loop at Point Defiance and
the entry list was open to all
amateurs. Some of the best distance gallopers of the section
were entered.
The Puget Sound men ran· together and taking an easy start
were behind the leaders for the
first mile. They began to stretch
out soon after ·and superior conditioning began to tell. At the
end of four miles Fassett, Docken, Eshelman, and Brittain of
Lincoln High, were the only ones
in the running. Fassett began to
move out and finished the last
mile in fast time with Docken
about a hundred yards behind.
A feature of the race was the
neat way in which Carl Eshelman nosed out the Lincoln runner. In the last half mile he came
from behind to get an easy third.
Brittain had beaten him the previous year in the mile.

•j·--
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No difference what you 1
buy or where-you are en-i1
titled to your money's_

I

~worth!
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1 You sure get
FULL VALUE
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in
,
"Taylor-Made
Food

1
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TAYLOR'S
RESTAURANT

Rust Bldg.

953 Com.
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REMEMBER
We can supply all your wants
with our famous line of sportIng goods.

Puget Sound tracksters emerged
from the meet with British Columbia covered with mud and
glory; mud because the track was
notbing else but, and glory because tbe score was uoubled over
the highly touted Canadian squad.
In all justice to the visitors they
were not represented in full
strength. Three of their men:
Shields, weight and broad jump;
Selby and McWilliams, distance,
were not in ::.hape, or for some
reason could not come down.
Loggers Big GWlS
Tatum, Darrow, Fassett and
Garnero were the big guns for the
Loggers, taking 56¥.! points between them, of the 88 amassed by
the team. The Canadians had to
be content with 43 markers.
Art Fell was the northerners'
star, and collected 19 points. He
showed "iron man" qualities and
upheld his good reputation. Allen
was second high scorer for the viS-

We should like to mention the
fact that petty thievery is all too
common in the gym. There are
two solutions for the problem; to
keep valuables locked and a
patrol system to catch the offenders.
Aside from prevention, it is
Cricket, Archery and Tennis
Vie for Attention of Fem- a shame that such conditions must
exist in a small, select group as
inine Athletes
the student body is supposed to
Two comparatively new sports be.
are vying for the interest of Puget Sound women athletes. Cricket
is being played for the first time,
A freshman by the name of
while archery was introduced only Forsberg did his stuff for th-e last year
school in the B. C. track meet. In
Of the two activities, archery two races he stepped out to pull
Above are the Lambda Chis, basketball squad of the College of Puget Sound. Left to
right: Evelyn Bjorkman, Mamie Baker, Viola Van Patter, Dorothy Raleigh, Martha seems to be the most popular. The the opposition, knowing that he
Hawksworth, Louise Wilson, Mildred Martin, Ernestine Goff. Frances Martin and Betty four classes will complete in a would not even have a chance to
itors with seven counters.
Martin are not shown.
-Courtesy Tacoma Ledger. tournament, which is being man- look like a runner, thereby.
The last race of the meet was
aged by Madge Miller. Only four

~:: :i~:~ll~~-o y~:~:mbyw;:r;:a::: PUGET SOUND

The Lucky Dog Line

del took after the fast Canadian
but did not catch him. When
Darrow received the baton, Fell,
B. C. ace, was about five yards in
front. In the home stretch, Darrow opened up and passed the
Canadian-winning by about five
yards.
Garnero Out of Slump
Fassett, Logger distance runner, ran two good races to take
the mile and two mile events bY
comfortable margins. John Garnero came out of his slump to
win both the discus and shot.
Tatum was high point man of
the meet, by taking the 440 yard
dash, 880 yard run, high jump,
second in the century, and running on the winning relay team.
The work of Darrow was true
to form and he took the short
dashes and the pole vault.
Summary
Shot put: 1, Garnero, P. S.; 2,
Alpen, B. C.; 3, Hannus, P. S.;
distance 38 feet 2 inches.
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HENRY MOHR. HDW. CO.
1141-42 Broadway
Main 3643
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Prosperity and Success to the College of Pnget Sound

American Plumbing & Steam Supply Co.
1908 Pacific Ave.
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Today Logger athletes will enThe first baseball game of the
gage in two battles in different season, Monday, ended with the
sports. In the Stadium at 3:30 frosh on the long end of a 5 _2
the Logger cinder artists will meet
the High School trackmen in a score against the upper-classmen.
practice meet which the Maroon This game gives the first authenshould easily win.
tic facts available concerning the
Baseball fans will have a chance chances for the season. Bob Witto see the diamond pastimers in ter hurled a very steady game of
action when Hubbard takes his
ball for the winners, and Is certain
charges out to the American Lake
to do battle With the Veterans' of a berth on the pitching sa,_ff.
Hospital. These boys are reputed
Coach Hubbard found he has
to be strong, some of them Tim- three good catchers this season,
ber League stars, and the Loggers Ch 1 L
b h El
B k
are in for a tough battle.
I ar es appen us '
mer ec man and Lee Graves. Lappen-------------100 yard dash: 1, Darrow, P. bush connected with the horsep
1
3
~~=·1~a~~:;nd~_s.; • Fe!' B. C.; hide for two hits in three times
Mile run :1, F assett, P . S . ; 2 , at the bat. Croxall, also a frosh,
Dunn, B. C.; 3 , Chappe11 , B . C . ; got two hits in three tries.
time 4 : 4 0 : 2.
Ferguson, a left-bander, conHigh jump: 1 , Tatum, P . S.; nected for the best hit of the
2, Fell, B. c.; 3. Martin, B. c.; game in the form of a well
height 5 ft. 9 inches.
placed 3-bagger.
220 yard dash: 1, Darrow, P.
Hemb·y Goes Well
s.; 2, Naylor, B. c.; 3, Terry, B.
Doug Hendry played an excellent game for the frosh at second.
C .; time 23 : 5 .
Discus: 1, Garnero, P. S.; 2, Grant at first looks good on that
Booth, P. S.; 3, Alpen, B. C.; dis- bag. Third base has the most
competition with Bert Kepka, 2
tance 120 feet 6 inches.
High Hurdles: 1, Fell, B. C.; 2, year lettermen at second, "Vic"
Booth, P. S.; 3, Hannus, P. S.; Kovak and John Gynn.
The fielders who look like good
time 16 seconds.
880 yard run: 1, Tatum, P. s.; material are Garnero, Graves,
2, Chappell, B. c.; 3, Hendel, P. Croxall, Purvis, and Witter. Dope
s.; time 2: 8: 2.
points to a much better season
Broad jump: 1, Fell, B. c.; 2, than last year and perhaps a conHannus, P. S.; 3, Naylor, B. c.; ference title.
distance 19 feet, 4 inches,
-------220 low hurdles: 1, Fell, B. C.;
SOLVED
2, Hannus, P. S.; 3, Naylor, B. c.;
Life Guard: So you want to be
my assistant, eh? Well, bow much
time 27:3.
Javelin: 1, Temple, P. S.; 2, can you carry?
Purvis, P. S.;· 3, Darrow, P. S.;
Applicant (Hopefully) : Just
distance 17 3 feet 8 inches.
two hundred pounds.
440 yard dash: 1, Tatum, P. S.;
L. G.: Well then, suppose there
2, Terry, B. C.; 3, Hendel, P. S.; was a woman out in the water
time 52 seconds.
and she weighed four hundred
Two mile run: 1, Fassett, P. S.; pounds. How would you save her?
2, Dunn, B. C.; 3, Docken, P. S.;
Applicant: Oh, that's easy!
time 10:8.3.
I'd make two trips.
Halt mile relay won by Puget
Sound (Tatum, Neyhart, Hendel,
Darrow). Time 1.39.
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Logger Track Men Tangle Scrubs Win from Upperclass Stanford and California in
With Stadium and BaseTeam on College Lot,
Victories During
ball Men Play
5 to 2
Week-End

Tr~o~~r

~~~--~~~~~~~~~--~

Buckley-King
Company, Inc.

DIAMOND MEN 'COAST TRACK
:::~::c:~:a:s~ ::l;~!e:0 :0P:t~~i:e~ It takes something to pull your
ATHLETES TO
IN PRACTICE
SQUADS SHOW is That
expected to be rather keen.
cork for the other fellow and be
ancient English pastime, made to look foolish for your
MEET RIVALS TILT MONDAY
IN CON'l'ES.,TS aknown
as cricket, is creating quite pains.
sensation in the women's gym. - - - -- -- - - - - -- -

gave Neyhart a comfortable lead
which he held. While passing the
baton to the third runner, the
Puget Sounders lost the lead. Hen-

r--;;-.;;;-;;;-···

D. &M.

INTENSIVE
SEASON FOR
WOMEN AHEAD

HINZ-FLORIST
PLEASE EXPLAIN
Smith Brothers' name is on
more peoples tongues today than
any living man's.

Distinctive Flowers
For all Occasions
Store and Greenhouse
So. 7th & Kay Sts. Main 2656

~

Hayden-Watson, Florists
Member of the Florist Telegraph Delivery Assn.
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OH BOY!!!

Those delicious sandwiches and milkshakes as only can be
served by the

JACK O'LANTERN

Next t~ Blue Mouse Theatre

Several of the coast conference
track teams were seen in action
last week end. Some good times
were made in some of the race
events, but in others they were
not so good.
Of the track meets on the
coast the d"al
between the invad~
ing Orange and Blue team of 11linois defeated the Trojans of the
University of Southern california
by the close score of 64 to 62. The
Trojan team is about the best on
the western slope, thus making
f h
'd
the victory o t e mt westerners
more than just a win.
The Illini carried off the distance runs and the shot and disIn the mile event, three
c us ..
runners of the invading team ran
the distance in the fast time of
four minutes 26 seconds and
locked arms to break on tape together.
The Orange and Blue
took all places in the two mile
event. A new southern California
record was set In this r~ce by Abbott in 9 minutes 35 4-5 seconds.
Mark Broken
Another mark of the section
was broken by Jimmy Payne, Trojan hurdler, when he topped the
low sticks in 23 2-5 which nears
the world's record of 23 seconds.
The Southern men were best In
the short races with their !leetfooted Charley Borah taking the
century and furlong and 220-yard
dashes in 9 4-5 and 21 ~-5
seconds.
The
Cardinal
of
Stanford
swept the field for Olympic Club
of San Francisco in eacy fashion
and chalked up 87 points to 44.
The clubmen have a fine array of
former collegiate stars but the
19 27 inter-collegiate champions
were too good.
Russell Sweet,
former Montana star won the 100
yard dash in 9 4-5 seconds and the
220 dash in 21 3-5 seconds.
A
48 second quarter mUe race was
easily won by Spencer of Stanford.
California Wins
At Berkley the University of
California soundlY drubbed Southern 103 1-3 to 21 2-3. The Golden Bears took all firsts except the
pole vault and high jump.
The California teams have men
who are exceptionally good in the
short races and a few fo the field
events but in the longer races
and the weight events, they are
not so good . It appears as If the
climate affects the running ability
in the distance.

The attraction probably lies in ~=======~~~·~~·~~~~F
...l~'d"'e"l"l.'t"y'"IIB,.. ,ar,.,,,b.. ,e..rii..S.. ,h
....o..pu••u••••"~::::_,
the novelness of the game. Although cricket may not be considered either very complicated or
For Appointments Call
fast, yet it cannot be termed dumb
1\L:UN 3016
either.
J. A. (Jack) Hansen
On the other hand, cricket is :..................................................................... .=
apparently providing considerable
entertainment tor the women athletes. The freshmen have turned
Boys who enjoy expert
out 30 strong, while the sophobarbering, efficient and
mores and upperclassmen are be- quick service. Girls who
ing represented by only half as want a trim with the tang
many. The crecket tilts have been of smartness. Come to-scheduled for April 16, 17, 18, 19,
20 and 23. This will allow for
Hotel
only one practic(! for each of the
teams. The cricket games are belng rushed so that plenty of time
may be lett for the favored sport
of baseball.

Winthrop Barber
Shop

The teams will be composed of
eight members, including two pitchers and six fielders. From
among th~ first-year women two
octettes will be chosen, while the
sophomores and upperclassmen
will furnish only one team each
for the contest.
Tennis Under Way
Along with cricket and archery,
about 20 women are practicing
regularly for the tennis tourna•
ment. It is believed that when
commencement arrives, a most
successful .season for women athletes will be closed.
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"We've Got Your Clothes."
~

!

Spring Suits

i
in the
I
I College Models
~

Clothes "In the Marlborough
IMode" tailored by Kirschbaum
i!are accepted styles in Eastern
Colleges.

I
=
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i

Twist fabrics in shades of
and gray In two or threejhutton models are well suited
~to the taste of discriminating
!college men.
~tan

Sport Togs
Our stock is most complete in sweaters, knickers
and golf hose.

Davis' Men's Shop
944 Pacific Ave.

I

Come In for a "try-on."

II
~

DICKSON
BROS. co.

1120-22 Pacific Ave.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~·

CALIFORNIA FLORISTS
ALL KINDS OF PLANTS AND CUT FLOWERS
The Best Quality at the Most Reasonable Price
919 Pacific Ave.
Main 7732

Porter-Cummings Company
"Home of the Better Grade 2-Pants Suit"
Collegiate Styles Our Specialty
Phone Main 2218
934 Pacific Ave.
TACOMA

6

Best Stock of Athletic
Goods

WE WANT YOUR PATRONAGE

If High Quality Merchandise, Lowest possible Prices,
Fair Dealing and Service will get it We Can Count on
You for a Customer

Slickers. Sweat Shirts and
Sweaters

MERRICK & RACE
CREDIT JEWELERS
Two Stores at Your Service
254 Eleventh St.
1201 Pacific Ave.
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Sauitary Barber Shop
Under Pantages Theatre
10 Ohairs-Prompt Service

H. J. Conrad, Prop.

''It pays to look well"

..................
r
BLACK & GOLD
·Fine Syrup
Made by
FASSETT & CO.
Tacoma, Wash.

i•··-----------

Home of

SPALDING

ATHLETIC GOODS IN TACOMA
WASHINGTON HARDWARE CO.
1Oth and Pacific Avenue

TO THE FUTURE

FEA URES

The Trail extends to the incoming officers all wishes
for su ccess in t h ei-c._ u ew positious. w·e belieYe that t he
s t udents of the college chose \\isel y w hen they named
~·ou for t hen· executives, and we phoph esy f or you a year
especially b1-ight \\ith a<1Yancement and success.
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EDITORIAL STAFF
Edn a MUZ21y, N e w s Editor
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FESTIVAL TO
MYSTERY
BE PRESENTED
THIRD OF MAY

DEPART~IENTS

Committees for Annual Affair
Appoi nted; Plans to Be
Made Public

The May Festival, traditional
s pring time frolic of _puget Soun d
Amy Dahlwi1l be held May
gren, May queen will rule over
the festivities of the day which
will include a May dance on the
gree and a one act play in the
a u ditor ium.
Arthur Nardi
The mothers will be the special
Mildry Sluth
honor guests of the day as the
Margaret Swanson
Paul Zeugner
day has been chosen as Mother's
~. Steinbach
Day.
Marie Tromer heads the comBusiness Manager
mitte with Amy Dahlgren a n d
J ane Campbell, Gordan Tatum,
E lverton Stark, Elmer .Austin,
-James Westerfield
Alice Gartrell Ina Coffman. Mildrey Sluth and
ullie \\'estlund Douglas Babcock will have charge
Marcella Houten of the advertising.
Madge Miller
Bertha :'lillis
The committee has met severa l

Douglas Hende l
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LETTER FOUND IN B OTTLE
( E ditor's n ote: W e a r e unabl e
to state w ha-t kind of a b o t tle it
was, b u t su ppose it was a ketchup
container ) : We are well on ow·
way u ow. We a:re r u nn ning s h ort
of gas, and t h e p lan e is s iuld .ng
lower and Iowe1•. _ ' Ve had to d rop
the ballast several mlles back , a lt hou gh h e p rotested vigor ously.
" "e are now drawing lots to see
wh e ther t h e pilot or m yself w ill
b e n ext . Something tells m e this
flight is going t o be a ll wet be·
fmoe we g et through.

*

• •

F J.l.:\SH FROU :\ITD-PAOIFIC

OUR GAS IS ABOUT GONE
STOP W ATER IS VERY NEAR
STOP WE .ARE GETTING OUT
THE OARS STOP HOPE THE
TIRES HOLD US UP STOP WE
.ARE ONLY A FOOT ABOVE THE
WATER STOP WE HAVE HIT
THE GURGLE GURGLE BLUBB-B-B-B - BLU*E-• *

0. Edwina Snuuo

time, imd the details of the festiNE
val are being formed.
WS B cr..LETIX :FROM SEA
..
. f
.
. b
The entire navy of the college
, 1ore 10 ormation Wlll e given
is searching for the lost plane
about May Day plans when the
Official Publication o f The Aasociated Stud e n ts
Cloud O' Dust.
.Armed with
COLLEGE OF PUGET SOUND
committee is ready to announce bloodhoun ds and cans of Dutch
Printed by Johnson -Cox Company, ';'26 Pacific Ave.
Entered as second-class matter at the Post Office at Tacom a, Wash- th em.
Cleauser t h e searcher s a r e scourington, under the Act of Congress of March 3, 1 879.
ing the broad Pacific for signs of
Subscription price, 75c per semester; $1.00 per school year by mall.
Advertising rates on request.
the lost aviators. So far no signs
of them have been found.
Lorena Huson
Virginia Scanlon
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:\largaretli!Roberts
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PROPOSED PLAN
W ILL ABOLISH
ALL VACATIONS

"THIRTY"

This will be th e last issue of The Tr ail officially published by the present staff. The group which took over th e
VaCation! Spent over books,
job of issuing a weekly publication last spring has concluded (ha! ha!) in gardens, on hikes,
its work. Next week the new staff, headed by Minard Fas- under Fords, and between showsett, will take over the destinies of th e paper.
ers. Botanists chased trilliums,
To say th a t we have enjoyed every moment of the past zoologists chased bugs, journalists
year's work on T he Trail would not be true. Ther e were chased news, a n d others j u st
a good many times when all of the staff members would chased. The weather was entirehave much rather been doing other things-times when the ly satisfactory- for ducks, but ol d
grind of preparing the week's news for student consumption Sol came out to shine blithely on
was irksome and monotonous, almost h ateful.
our- Easter bonnets, so it wasn't
Bu t on the whole, we have tak en pleasure in our work. so bad after all. Several indiAlthough sometimes a rather unpleasant one, it is never- viduals, by a lengthy exposure o!
t heless a privilege to form the group wh o express in "Titing epithelial tissue managed to acthe activities, thoughts and aspirations of the students of quire a small degree of sunbur n
the College of Puget Sound. \Ye of the staff have recog- which they forthwith proudly exnized this privilege, and have done our best to m ake T he h ibited.
Trail fair, accurale and interesting in all departments.
,. Anyway, it's aU over now, and
\ Ye realize that in the past year there h ave been an en- we have n ine weeks from which
ormous number of errors in the publicati on . \Ve k n ow that to recover from our "rest." Sore
the faults have been many, and have, perhaps, outweighed muscles and aching backs will rethe virtues of the paper. \Yith no incentive save conscience cuperate under the persuasive into wor k, w ith no award to strive for, >vith b ut little public fluence of professa.rial lectures. If
recognition and a great deal of public censure, it is but nat- on e week can c r eate sa m u ch
ural that this sh oul d be true. But we do feel t hat if we have havoc, what will the summer vaaccomplished nothing else, we have at least left beh ind u s cation do?
a fairly accurate summary of the activities of the students
There is, we u nderstand, a
moyement on foot to abolish all
of the College of Puget Sound for the past year.
To the incoming editor, and to the staff which shall- vacation in order to preserve our
work with him, we w ish the best of luck. Ther e is little scholastic peace and tranqu ility,
doubt but th at he will put out a better paper than we have and stop bothersome breaks in
been able to. It is our desir e to see The Tr ail improve and o u r trains of thought. A ll those
grow ever better as the -years go by.
in favor of such abolishmentAnd so, for us, this is the end of The Trail. Accross our ouch! Stop it!
term is written the word "Thirty!"

COME TO THE RESCUE
The College of Puget Sound. at presen t, can boast only
three national fraternities, all of which are honor ary. Pi
Kappa Delta, Theta Alpha Phi and the Spurs are the organizations referred to. Three years ago the firs t of these was
threatened 'vith deatl1, the na tional body saying that unless
the local chapter was represented at the na tional conven tion,
it would be withdra,vn. Uni ted efJort on the part of the
students saved the day.
Now the other Greek letter honorary, Theta Alpha Phi,
is also threatened with the loss of the local chapter, and this
time for non payment of dues.
The membership is so small that l ocal <lues fail to take
care of the expenses. A regulation of the administration
prevents the fraternity from presenting plays and thus taking care of its needs. The dramatists are faced, then, with
the alternative of digging into their own pockets at distinct
financial hardship to themselves, or allowing their organization to go under.
Theta Alpha Phi has a very definite value for the college, and' its loss would be a blow to the progress of the
school. \Ve feel that the student body ought to grant a certain amount of the money, made by the annual All-College
Play production, to pull the dramatic fraternity off the
r oc'ks.:.. Money made by athletics goes back to the sports
with plenty more. The play producing department makes
a great deal, all of which is applied on a back debt owed to
the administration for scenery. Enough ought to be w i thheld to take care of the current n eeds.

••••

TO THE PAST
The Trail \\ishes to extend, on behalf of the students of the C-ollege of Puget Sound, sincere gratitude
and thanks to the outgoing offi cers for the s plendid mann er in which t h e druties o f the past year bave been han d led. It has been an e1•a of pt•ogress and <level opnaent, '
a credit to our Alma :\late1·.

What

~aders

Say

••••

WHAT SAY?
If they a r e interesting we read them, and if we think we can

use them we put the bits of advertising away for further reference.
We are all victims of a dvertisers who reach us through the mails
with their circulars. We pay little heed to those that do not interest
us and therefor do not leave them around to clutter up our desks
and tables.
Now, why should we have our bulletin boards cluttered up with
circulars of all types for such long periods th at they become faded
and yellow a nd wrinkled and torn. If they must be saved why not
put them on file in the library after a s uitable period of time has
elapsed for their contents to be noted by a ll that would be interested.
It is not very attractive, In the better sense of the word, to have the
bulletin board on one side in good order with class and organization
announcements and facing it another board in disorder and ragged
with travel circulars , recital aimouncements and other old advertisements. Let's do a little spring house-cleaning and put a fresh
batch of free advertis ing on our board.
- Cletus Gault.

• • •

WIREl ·ESS FR0::\1 SHJP
Passed ballast off port bow a n d
threw him an anchor t o keep him
f r om drliting. Sce:o,t grows hotter, and b leedhounds are straining at t h eir l eaches.

• • •
LATER WIRELESS B ULL)j,'TIN
"STILL HOT ON CHASE STOP
HAVE FOTh~D LOTS OF DEAD
CATFISH STOP BELIEVE THIS
IS GOOD SIGN STOP INDICATES
JIGGS IS NE.AR STOP W I LL
NEVER GIVE UP UNTIL SUCCESSFUL STOP KEEP UP YOUR
COURAGE.

FRATERNITY ON
ALL-COLLEGE
LOCAL M"USIC
AT
HOUSEPARTY
PLAY ROUNDS BOY SCOUT CAMP FEATURE OF
INTOSHXPE
WED. CHAPEL
a
W ill Be Given Apr il 20 a nd 21
at J ones H all Auditor ium

About fifteen members of Delta
Kappa Phi fraternity enjoyed
three day house party, .April 1-23, at the Boy Scout Cabin, two
and one half miles above Longmire. Professor Seward acted as

"39 East," the All- College play
for this year, is rapidly rounding
into form. It is to be given Friday and Saturday, April 20 and
21, and because of the shortness
of time every effort is being made
to get as .much practice in as possible.
The cast, with Pauline
Voelk er and Wesley Coutts in the
two leads. has been meeting almost every afternoon.
With many other things to take
the time of the cast, it is hard to
get all the practice they would
like h ave, but according to all
reports it is going to be one of the
best playes ever staged here.
It is the story or a man who
comes to room at a boarding
house where the heroine of the

chaperone.
.
.The men went 10 cars to Longm1re, and hiked the rest of the
way to the cabin on foot. The first
three hours had to be spent in
making the cabin inhabitable. On
Monday, making their own trail,
the gJ oup hiked up to Paradise
Inn. The hour of retirement was
not so early, but some had been
asleep at 2 a. m., because it is reported that a few of the fellows
were quite badly scared when two
feet of snow on the cabin roof
took a sudden notion to slide, at
this hour. The sense of humor
of some of the men prompted
them to fill the oven of the cook
stove with wood. The result was
all that could be asked for.
In the wards of one of the felstory stays.
The story follows
one
the twa throughout and comes to lows who was there, "Every
a thrillt"ng cll·m~~had a rip-roarin' good time."

Compos itions by P rof. Howard H a nscom Are P r esented

I

.A chapel program was given
W e d nes d ay WI"th th e prayers
'
texts and even the s~eech being
given in music. It was the more
unique in that all the music was
composed and arranged by Prof.
Howard Hanscom of
our own
faculty.
Mrs. Temple sang the first
number. a hymn, and the second,
which was lhe text of the program, was a piece taken from the
Psalms.
D u et Is :Se.-u
Mary Westcott and Douglas
BabcoTck next played a piano duet.
"The urn or the Road," and "Be
Strong," were next sung by Harold Bergenson.
Mary Westcott
then played two piano solos.

I

I

~

DELTA GAl\-11\'IAS MEET
Delta A lpha Gamma held an
"alumni" meeting in the Gamma
room last Wednesday afternoon.
Mrs . .Alice .Amende, formerly Alice Raymond, gave a splendid talk
to t h e new members on "Just
You." Mrs. Flor en ce Davis spoke
on "What Delta .Alpha Gamma
means to us now."
Refreshments were served by
the hostesses of the afternoon, Ellen Sten srud, Mildred Meader and
Virginia Scanlon.
FL~ AL llo'EWS BULLETIN
Th e castaways were fh1ally
found . 'Ve t h en turned back to
get the ballast, but he had unfor tunately s unk, as the tide had
r isen a nd t he rape ou t h e anchor
was too short. Are standing by
for low tide.

The next selection was a novel·
1
Y usmg we I known advertised
f
ALPHA BETAS MEET AT names or a t h em e. I t was sung
MRS. LEMON'S
by the women's quartet.
.. ,
The clarinet, and oboe com.mrs.
Allan C. Lemon entertained .Alpha Beta Upsilon sororJty at bined in presenting the next numb
·
1a
her home, 3226 No. 19th. Wed- er, bemg P yed by Joe Sayer,
and Gordon Alcorn.
nesday afternoon. The program
The varsity quartet closed by
for the afternoon centered around
sports.
singing, "The Elephant and the
"Sports According to the Sea- Po1·tmante."
sons," was given by Fay Mountain. "Women's Place in the Athletic World" was discussed by Lillian Boyd. Beatrice Schumaker
spoke on "Sports of Other Nations." "Sport Tunes," by Dorothy LeSourd, was enjoyed, as was
··college Girls Sports and Their
The tennis rankings have been
Importance,'' by Grace Link.
posted and tournament play is ex'·My Favorite Sport and How to pected to start immediately. ComPlay It," by Lucille Veatch, con- petition is doped to be keen with
cluded the program.
over thirty-five racksteers listed.
.After the program. refreshMatches are to be played off
ments were served.
as soon as possible.
t

NET PLAY WILL
START SOON WITH
35 MEN SIGNED

Literary
4
4
Societies
P hilomath ean
The various type of " Gates"
wer e told about in Philo. "Rusty Hinges," a humorous talk by
Dorothy Ruth Scott, was the first
number. Katherine Larson read
a short theme on "Garden Gates,"
a n d .Alvin Osved discussed horses'
"Gaits." .A delightful solo by
Betty Martin, "Don't KnockWhistle" was the only musical
number.
The title of Ruth Huston's
paper was "The Golden Gate."
The impromptu, "Give Him the
Gate" by Helen S. Jolinson was
followed by a very interesting
talk on the Samoan people given
by Norma Judd, her subject being "Through the Keyhole."

Altr urian
Back to "School Days," after
the vacation, was the subject far
discussion at Altrurian. " My First
Day at School" was the introducing number by Arthur Weber .
W ilber Nelson told about the
joyful exPerience of " Calling on
the Principal," which was then
followed by Gordon Tatum's, "My
First Sweetheart."
The old game of "Ring .Around
the Rosie" was Margaret Montgomery's topic. Norville Norton
discussed the joy of "Playing

SKILL

T

HE twist of the wrist, the
"throw" of the arm, the shifting
of the weight-these are among the
many little points which make the
skill that you admire in the javelin
thrower as he hurls the shaft two
hundred feet or more.

As on the track or the football
field, in the .gymnasium or on
thewater, so in industry,prog·
ress ts the result of fine
improvements-a thousandth

•

It is this attention to detail that
is constantly improving General
Electric apparatus and contributing
to the electrical industry, which,
though still young, is already
a dominant force, increasing
profit and promoting success
in every walk of life.

Whether you find this monogram on an electric refrigN"ator
f_or the home or on a 200,000-horsepower turhine-generator
for a power station, yo11 can he sure that it stands for
skifled mgineering and high manrifactllring quality.

Hookey." As the concluding nomber, Leo Forsberg spoken on how
he "got in good" v..ith his
"fa1rarite teacher. "
---

Amphictyon
The "It" program, which was
formerly given at Philo, was
presented at the Amphic meeting last 1\landay. Several o.f the
members had requested it.

of an inch here-a minute variation
in a curve there-slight changes
foreseen by engineers and carried
out by skilled workmen.

.,
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